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4 Cash Feasibility and Response Analysis Toolkit

INTRODUCTION TO THE TOOLKIT

The “Cash Feasibility and Response Analysis Toolkit” aims to assist operations in determining the feasibility 

of cash-based interventions (CBIs) in UNHCR country programmes. The toolkit brings together new tools 

and knowledge on conducting cash feasibility assessments and response analysis that have emerged since 

the publication of the UNHCR Operational Guidelines for Cash-based Interventions (OG). It builds on and 

complements the OG, Part II, Step 3: “Analyse different response options and choose the best combination”.

It addresses the seven key areas of analysis highlighted below (adapted from the OG):

1 MARKET ACCESS AND CAPACITY

Key question: Are existing markets (local, regional, and national) accessible and 

able to provide the required goods or services at an appropriate price to address 

the needs? Can these markets respond to increased demand if CBIs are applied?

Main tool: UNHCR Multi-sector Market Assessment: Companion Guide and Toolkit

2 PROTECTION RISKS AND BENEFITS

Key question: What are the protection risks and benefits of using CBIs 

compared with alternatives? What are the protection implications at the 

individual, household and community level? How can these risks be mitigated 

and managed?

Main tools: UNHCR Guide for Protection in Cash-Based Interventions and 

Protection Risk and Benefit Analysis Tool

3 FINANCIAL RISKS AND BENEFITS

Key question: What are the potential risks and benefits of using CBIs? How can 

risks be mitigated and managed?

Main tools: CBI SOP template CBI SOP template 

http://www.cashlearning.org/downloads/erc-protection-risks-and-benefits-analysis-tool-web.pdf
http://www.unhcr.org/protection/operations/593e856e7/multi-sector-market-assessment-companion-guide-toolkit.html
https://www.google.sk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwi6wZGqwNHUAhUDrRQKHYhXA4AQFggmMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cashlearning.org%2Fdownloads%2Ferc-guide-for-protection-in-cash-based-interventions-web.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHi03U0Cir8sTVFz5Pkvc57cJR-RQ
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4 POLITICAL CONTEXT

Key question: What is the host country Government position on CBIs to people 

of concern on national and local levels? What are other CBI actors, including the 

Government, doing? What is the regulatory environment?

Main tools: Best practise summarised in this toolkit

5 TRANSFER MECHANISMS AND DELIVERY OPTIONS

Key question: Who are the financial service providers and what is their coverage 

and reliable level of service provision? How long might it take to contract and 

establish the required services? What is the regulatory environment?

Main tool: Cash Delivery Mechanism Assessment Tool (CDMAT)

6 COST-EFFICIENCY

Key question: What is the cost of delivering CBIs, as compared to using 

alternative response options? How do the costs vary between different delivery 

mechanisms?

Main tools: Best practise summarised in this toolkit

7 SKILLS AND CAPACITY 

Key question: What is the level of skills and commitment within the operation, 

across different functions including IT systems and budgetary and accounting 

requirements? What additional internal capacity is needed?

Main tool: Overview of steps to establish a cash-based intervention

The toolkit is to be used after a needs assessment has taken place and when there is an indication that cash 

assistance is an appropriate modality for addressing the needs of people of concern (PoCs). An adapted 

feasibility and response analysis should also be part of an operation’s emergency preparedness measures. The 

target audience of the toolkit are CBI practitioners in the field.

Once the feasibility of a cash-based intervention is established, the operation will move to design of the 

programme, including procurement and contracting, analysis of IT systems and defining financial flows. These 

steps are not covered here.

Overview	of	steps	needed	to	establish	a	cash-based	intervention	

The following	reflects	the	steps	that	are	needed	to	systematically	determine	the	feasibility	of	and	establish	a	cash-based	intervention	in	a	UNHCR	operation.
Several of the activities should	be conducted	simultaneously.		

Steps Activity	 Description	 Output/Expected		Result	 Responsibility	

Engage	with	
stakeholders	

Identify	CBI	focal	point	 A	focal	point	in	the	operation	needs	to	be	appointed	to	ensure	that	CBI-
related	activities	are	coordinated	

Focal	point	from	senior	
management	appointed	

UNHCR	operation’s senior
management	

Establish/activate	
multi-functional	team	
(MFT)	

The	team	will	 include	management,	programme,	protection,	finance,	
supply,	human	resources	and	IT.	Commitment	to	the	team	should	be	
formalised	 (e.g.	 through	 a	 memorandum)	 and	 the	 respective	 tasks	
reflected	in	ToRs	and/or	ePads.		

MFT	activated	 UNHCR	operation’s senior
management	

Engage	with	external	
stakeholders,	and	
identify	if	a	cash	
working	group	(CWG)	
is	active	

External	 stakeholders	 include	 refugees	 and	 POCs,	 government	 and	
national/local	administrations,	partners	and	donors.	This	step	will	also	
serve	to	determine	if	a	CWG	is	active	in	the	country,	and	to	engage	with	
the	CWG	to	ensure	streamlining	CBI	activities.	

External	stakeholders	are	
engaged	

UNHCR	operation’s senior
management,	MFT

Assess	skills	and	
capacity	of	MFT	and	
partners	

This	will	serve	to	understand	the	capacity	of	both	UNHCR	and	partners	
to	implement	CBIs,	and	what	the	gaps	in	knowledge/capacity	are.	

Skills	and	knowledge	of	UNHCR	
and	partners	on	CBIs	are	
assessed	

Regional	CBI	Officer, CBIS
(HQ)	

Design	and	conduct	a	
training	for	i)	UNHCR,	
and	ii)	partners	(if	
needed)	

The	 training	 should	 be	 based	 on	 the	 assessment	 of	 capacities,	 and	
should	introduce	CBIs,	and	the	steps	needed	to	determine	if	CBIs	are	
applicable	to	the	context.	Separate	trainings	for	UNHCR	and	partners	
could	be	undertaken	if	needed.	

UNHCR	staff	and	partners	are	
equipped	with	skills	and	
knowledge	to	implement	CBIs	

Regional	CBI	Officer, CBIS
(HQ)	

Assess	needs	
and	determine	
objectives	

Identify	and	analyse	
existing	CBI	
assessments	and	
reports	

Assessments	related	to	CBIs	might	have	already	been	conducted	in	the	
operation	or	by	partners.	Where	available,	UNHCR	should	build	on	this	
information.	

Existing	CBI	environment	in	the	
country,	if	applicable,	is	
reviewed	

Regional	CBI	Officer, MFT

Analyse	needs	 Where	possible,	this	should	be	based	on	UNHCR’s	participatory	needs	
assessment	 and	 other	 assessments.	 It	 also	 involves	 checking	 PoCs’	
preference	on	different	transfer	modalities.	Where	necessary,	conduct	
a	multi-sectoral	needs	assessment	or	sector-specific	assessment.	

Needs	assessment	conducted		
	
Needs	of	PoCs	analysed	and	
prioritised	

Regional	CBI	Officer, MFT

Determine	programme	
objectives	

Based	 on	 the	 identified	 needs,	 different	 programmes	 should	 be	
developed	 with	 a	 clear	 expected	 result,	 which	 is	 the	 programme	
objective.	

Programme	objectives	
established	

Regional	CBI	Officer, MFT

Analyse	
response	
options and	
choose the	
best
combination	

Assess	political	
feasibility		

This	step	helps	with	determining	if	i)	host	governments	are	comfortable	
with	the	use	of	CBIs;	ii)	if	there	is	donor	willingness	to	fund	CBIs	in	the	
operation;	and	iii)	if	there	are	any	national	cash-based	safety	nets	that	
UNHCR	 and	 partners	 could	 potentially	 tap	 in	 to.	 This	 will	 also	 help	
determine	if	advocacy	is	needed	with	the	host	government.	

Political	feasibility	of	CBIs	
determined	

UNHCR	operation’s senior
management,	Protection,
Programme,	Regional CBI
Officer	

Conduct	a	market	
analysis	

The	market	analysis	looks	at	whether	existing	markets	(local,	regional,	
national)	 can	 provide	 the	 required	 goods/services	 at	 an	 appropriate	
price	to	address	the	needs.	This	 includes	an	analysis	of	supply,	price,	
and	capacity	of	markets	to	respond	to	increased	demand.	

In-country	market	capacity	
determined	

Supply,	Programme,
Regional	CBI	Officer

Assess	protection	risks	
and	benefits,	and	
safety	considerations	
(macro)	

As	with	all	assistance,	the	protection	risks	and	benefits	of	CBIs	needs	to	
be	determined.	This	is	in	terms	of	PoCs	preferences,	choice/flexibility	
for	beneficiaries,	changes	in	community	and	household	level	dynamics,	
security	 and	 violence,	 diversion	 and	 fraud,	 and	 exclusion	 of	 at-risk	
groups.	 This	 will	 later	 inform	 a	 micro-assessment	 of	 the	 specific	
protection	risks	of	the	chosen	transfer	modality,	which	will	feed	in	to	
the	risk	mitigation	strategy	for	the	SOPs	(see	section:	‘Plan,	design	and	
implement	the	response’).	

Potential	risks	and	benefits,	
and	safety	considerations	
determined	

Protection,	Programme,
Security,	Regional	CBI
Officer	

Assess	delivery	options	
(including	financial	
sector	macro	risk	
assessment)	

A	delivery	option	needs	to	be	chosen	in	order	to	distribute	CBIs	(e.g.	
direct,	 account-based,	paper	or	e-voucher).	 The	assessment	 looks	at	
ease	of	use,	accessibility	and	security	to	beneficiaries,	data	protection	
and	 sharing,	 financial	 risks	 connectivity	 and	 other	 technological	
requirements.	This	will	later	inform	a	micro	financial	risk	assessment	of	
the	chosen	delivery	option,	which	will	feed	in	to	risk	mitigation	strategy	
for	the	SOPs	(see	section:	‘Plan,	design	and	implement	the	response’).	

Different	delivery	options	
mapped	and	financial	risks	of	
each	determined	

Finance,	Programme,
Security,	Regional	CBI
Officer	

Assess	cost	efficiency		 CBIs	 can	 bring	 efficiency	 gains	 to	 UNHCR	 in	 terms	 of	 cost.	 This	 step	
looks	at	comparing	the	estimated	cost	of	different	delivery	options	(i.e.	
the	 value	 of	 the	 transfer	 if	 purchased	 locally	 or	 internationally	 vs.	
provided	in-kind,	the	cost	of	delivery,	and	other	operating	costs).	

Cost-efficiency	of	different	
delivery	options	assessed	

Finance,	Supply,	Regional
CBI	Officer	

Assess	skills	and
capacity of potential
implementing	partners
and	financial service
providers

This overlaps with	 the analysis of delivery options, as well as with	
assessing skills and	capacity of MFT and	partners, so	the information	
should	 already be available and	 will inform the decision	 to	 directly
implement, or contract IPs or commercial services for all or part of
programme implementation.

Skills and capacities of partners
and	financial service providers
assessed

Programme, Finance,
Regional CBI Officer

Determine the
appropriateness of a
conditionality

In	some instances, it is appropriate to	use/eligibility conditions as a risk
mitigation strategy or to help achieve	programme	objectives.

The	use	of	conditionality	is
determined	applicable or not
applicable

Protection, Programme,
relevant sector, Regional
CBI Officer

Select transfer
modality or
combination, and
delivery mechanism

Once all of the above has been	 done, a transfer modality (or
combination) and delivery mechanism can be	chosen.

A	decision	is made on	the most
appropriate transfer modality
and	delivery mechanism

MFT,	Regional	CBI	Officer

Refine objectives MFT
Plan, design
and implement
the response

Develop	the
programme strategy,	
including targeting

The	strategy	should include	objectives, target group/targeting	criteria,
transfer modality and	delivery mechanism, transfer value, frequency of
assistance, M&E framework, etc. This will be included	in	the SOPs for
the CBI.

A	clear strategy for delivering
through	CBIs is developed

Protection, Programme,
Regional CBI Officer

Design	and	test IT
solutions

There	 will be	 data requirements, data format and	 flow, security
protocols in	relation	to	transferring beneficiary data. These need	to	be
clarified based on transfer modality/delivery mechanism and service	
providers and	IP arrangements. Ensure that there is a policy governing
management of recipient data, using the appropriate level of data
protection	 based	 on	 the protection	 assessment and	 privacy impact
assessment.

IT	solution	for CBIs that
adheres to	the data protection	
policy and	standards is
available

Finance, IT, Protection,
Programme, Regional CBI
Officer	

Asses	operational and	
financial	risks and	
develop	a strategy to	
mitigate	them

Risks to	programme implementation	and	financial risks for the chosen	
modality need to be	 investigated further during this step. The	 risks
should	build on	the information	found	in	Step	3. Mitigating measures
should	be explored, and	included	in	the SOPs for the CBI.

Operational	and	financial	risks,	
and	mitigating	measures
identified

Programme, Finance,
Regional CBI Officer
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1
MARKET ACCESS AND CAPACITY

Market assessments represent an integral part of CBI feasibility and response analysis and should be carried 

out prior to designing any programme. The assessment should confirm that the key commodities and services 

that PoCs require are accessible to all groups, available in sufficient quantity at reasonable prices, and that the 

anticipated increase in demand can be met without creating distortions in price or availability. Specific sectors 

and services such as health, rental markets and education require a specific market analysis.

If markets are not adequately taken into consideration, interventions (both in-kind and cash-based) can have 

potentially harmful results, including the following:

• not all people of concern can meet their needs and they are exposed to further protection risks;

• a significant change in the price and supply of certain essential goods;

• a significant fall in the demand for the goods of local market actors or services; and

• distortions in markets, which undermine the future viability of local livelihoods, jobs and businesses.

KEY TOOLS

UNHCR Multi-sector Market Assessment: Companion Guide and Toolkit

The UNHCR Multi-sector Market Assessment: Companion Guide and Toolkit provides step-by-step 

practical guidance and ready-to-use tools for UNHCR staff and partners to conduct multi-sectoral market 

assessments and market monitoring. The guidance and tools will determine whether or not markets could 

support a CBI in the multiple sectors in which UNHCR responds.

The Companion Guide and Toolkit is structured around the Market Assessment Framework (see 

following page), which outlines the logical flow of the assessment, demonstrating which data must be 

collected and how the tools and methodology should be utilised in each step to answer critical questions 

about market capacity.

 £ The UNHCR Market Assessment Companion Guide and Toolkit can be found here.

 £ See the UNHCR Guide for Protection in Cash-Based Interventions, page 12 for 

protection recommendations during the market assessment and analysis phase.

http://www.unhcr.org/protection/operations/593e856e7/multi-sector-market-assessment-companion-guide-toolkit.html
http://www.cashlearning.org/resources/library/800-guide-for-protection-in-cash-based-interventions?keywords=&region=all&country=all&year=all&organisation=all&sector=all&modality=all&language=all&payment_method=all&document_type=all&searched=1
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Step 1: Gather the necessary pre-assessment 
information.

Have target population needs been specified, 
documented and prioritized? Have market places 
used been identified?

Secondary data review is conducted to collect contextual 
information, including details on target population needs 
and purchase habits, and a list of market places used by 
the target population. If this information is not available, 
consider primary data collection prior to the assessment.

Tool 1: Checklist of pre assessment 
information

Step 2: Identify core goods and reference 
market places.

Which core goods will be assessed? Are core 
goods available in the reference market places? 
Which market places can target populations 
access?

Goods to be included in the market assessment (core goods) 
are identified and prioritized. A combination of desk work and 
field work is conducted to:

• approximate market size and catchment area;

• check the availability of core goods in the market place; and

• identify significant protection concerns or access limitations

Tool 2: Needs and market place 
summary

Tool 3: Market place questionnaire

Step 3: Confirm core goods, specifications 
and reference market places.

Desk based analysis of the data collected takes place 
to finalize decisions related to core goods, core good 
specifications, quantities and frequencies for analysis, and to 
confirm access to reference market places.

Tool 4: Market screening worksheet 

Tool 5: Market supply chain mapping

Step 4: Check availability and access of core 
goods.

Can target populations access the goods and 
services needed in the quality and quantity 
required in their reference market places?  

Additional field work is undertaken to understand:

• seasonal variations in supply, demand and price;

• quantity of core good volumes along the supply chain;

• trader re-stocking rates and ability to increase supply; and

• potential protection concerns.

Tool 5: Market supply chain mapping

Tool 3: Market place questionnaire

Tool 6: Guide to KII/FGD with market 
actors

Tool 7: Trader questionnaire

Tool 12 Part C: Market monitoring for 
CBIs

Step 5: Determine supply chain capacity to 
meet core good needs.

Further desk based analysis of the data collected takes place 
to understand core good supply chain capacity to meet needs 
in the reference market places. 

Tool 8: Supply chain capacity 
worksheet

Tool 5: Market supply chain mapping

Step 6: Identify risks associated with supply 
chain and wider market system.

What are the risks associated with a market based 
response? What can be done to mitigate them?

Desk based identification of potential risks considering 
the supply chain, market environment and infrastructure, 
and target population access to reference market places. 
Mitigation measures are identified.

Tool 9: Risk analysis

Step 7: Collate market assessment findings 
and recommendations.

Can the market place and supply chain provide 
the target population with core good(s) in the 
required quality and quantity and in a timely 
manner without causing price increases that last 
longer than three months if a CBI was provided to 
the target population?

Final analysis and summary of all data collected, and writing 
of a report including:

• Summary of the findings for each selected core good.

•  A report for decision making purposes, answering the 
question: Could the market place and connected supply 
chain provide the target population with core good(s) in 
the required quality and quantity and in a timely manner 
without causing price increases for more than 3 months if a 
CBI was provided to the target population?

Tool 10: Market assessment report 
format

Market Monitoring 
(conducted throughout cash-based 
intervention).

The scale and scope of market monitoring is determined, in 
order to identify changes within the supply chains of core 
goods and in the marketplaces used by the target population. 
Data collected informs any necessary changes in programme 
design.

Tool 11: CBI market monitoring risk 
checklist

Tool 12: Market Monitoring for CBIs

MARKET ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK 
How to conduct a market assessment using the UNHCR Multi-sector 
Market Assessment: Companion Guide and Toolkit

1
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2
PROTECTION RISKS AND BENEFITS

Cash-based interventions, like any element of UNHCR’s programmes, should contribute to the protection of 

people of concern, ensure their participation, and minimize risks both during the delivery and after the receipt 

of assistance (in the household or community).

Key considerations of a protection risk and benefit analysis, when assessing the feasibility of a CBI, include:

• Discuss possible risks and measures to mitigate these risks with potential recipients.

• Take an Age, Gender and Diversity approach to consulting with people of concern, as their needs, concerns, 

access and mitigation strategies may differ.

• Involve partners and other stakeholders in the analysis.

• Ensure contextual specificities are reflected in the whole feasibility and response analysis (See the box 

below for considerations in Internally Displaced Persons (IDP), Conflict or Remote Management contexts).

Considerations for IDP, Conflict and Remote management contexts

•  Identification and selection of recipients: UNHCR does not register IDPs as it does refugees, and thus 

does not hold comprehensive data on individuals and households. In IDP contexts, weigh the implications 

of beneficiary selection being carried out by a local partner, community groups, or by UNHCR itself.

•  Financial service provider (FSP) selection: FSPs are affected by counterterrorism legislation and may 

be controlled by a party to a conflict considered to be a terrorist group. This is a legal issue as well as an 

operational one, as an IDP or refugee returnee should not be compelled to access assistance through 

such an entity. Consult with your Legal Officer and discuss in your Multi- Functional Team (MFT)/Cash 

Task Team (CTT).

•  Delivery mechanisms: Consider that IDPs may move around more than refugees, and the implications for 

their access to cash-out points.

•  Design and Protection Risks: Consider whether large amounts of cash (particularly in lump sum, as 

for returnees) could make recipients a target and exacerbate their risks. Consider adapting transfer 

frequencies/amounts, or adding community-based components, for example, community reintegration 

projects that benefit both returnees and host communities.

It is important to determine what the potentially harmful effects and risks of CBIs are, who is at risk, the 

seriousness of the impact and likelihood of occurrence, and whether risks can be mitigated through the 

careful choice of programme design features such as the transfer modality, delivery mechanism, and feedback 

mechanisms. Risks should be weighed against the potential benefits, and alternative transfer modalities 

should be considered if risks cannot be mitigated. Monitoring should occur regularly and accountability 

frameworks with feedback and response mechanisms should be put in place.

In general, risks that have a high likelihood of occurring, have high impact, and affect the majority of recipients 

will most strongly influence the choice of transfer modality and inform risk mitigation strategies. Alternative 

modalities or delivery mechanisms for some individuals or groups should always be considered, as one design 

is unlikely to fit the needs of all.
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KEY TOOLS

Protection Risks and Benefits Analysis Tool

The example table below, which is adapted from the UNHCR Protection Risks and Benefits Analysis Tool 

outlines the key areas of protection risks and benefits to be considered and gives examples of risks/

mitigation that would need to be determined at country level. A context-specific protection risks and 

benefits analysis should always be created for CBIs and updated regularly. It may not always require 

new information collection, but can be pulled from existing protection sources.

Protection Area Protection Risk Risk 
classification

Mitigation measures (including 
community-based)

Potential Benefits in this 
Protection Area

What does the 
Evidence say?

Safety and Dignity Insecurity during 
cash distributions

Low Engage the community in 
contingency planning 

Dignity of choice

Low visibility/ discreet nature 
of delivery e.g. mobile phones, 
bank accounts

Access (including for 
persons with specific 
needs and protection 
risks)

Access to market- 
persons with 
disabilities

Medium Alternative delivery 
mechanism

Support community-based 
care/ support mechanisms

Electronic delivery mechanisms 
can reach remote areas

Social relations 
(household and 
community dynamics)

Increased 
tensions or 
violence in the 
household 

Set-up or strengthen existing 
confidential complaints 
mechanisms

Family counselling and case 
management

Improved joint decision-making 
in the household

Fraud and diversion 
with protection 
implications

Cash diverted by 
staff, IP or FSP

Community-based whistle 
blowing or anonymous 
‘information relay’ systems, 
grievance committees

Data protection and 
beneficiary privacy

FSP shares 
personal 
beneficiary data 
with country of 
origin (risk of 
detainment or 
violence)

Do a privacy impact 
assessment of the proposed 
intervention

Ensure data protection clauses 
in the FSP contract

Accountability Complaint 
mechanism not 
established or not 
working well

Define roles and 
responsibilities both for 
collecting complaints and for 
providing feedback

Complaints mechanisms started 
for CBIs can serve as the start-up 
for a broader operation-wide 
accountability system
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UNHCR Guide for Protection in Cash-Based Interventions

This short guide identifies the minimum necessary information and key resources to help humanitarian 

practitioners ensure that protection risks and benefits are considered and monitored throughout the 

programme cycle. Reducing protection risks and enhancing protection benefits should be viewed through 

an age, gender, and diversity lens to ensure that individuals and groups are able to equitably access 

assistance. The guide includes:

• Protection tips for each stage of the CBI programme cycle including market assessment and financial 

service provider (FSP) selection

• A decision tree to determine how to proceed with CBIs without doing harm

• A protection risks and benefits tool for CBIs, with a template for operations to insert context-

specific risk and benefit information that looks at the relative importance (likelihood and impact) and 

manageability (prevention and mitigation) of risks for different groups and individuals.

 £ The UNHCR Guide for Protection in Cash-Based Interventions, including key 

recommendations for each programme cycle phase, can be found here.

http://www.cashlearning.org/resources/library/800-guide-for-protection-in-cash-based-interventions?keywords=&region=all&country=all&year=all&organisation=all&sector=all&modality=all&language=all&payment_method=all&document_type=all&searched=1
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3
FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL RISKS

Potential financial and operational risks can hinder the implementation of CBIs, compromising the 

organisation’s ability to meet programme objectives or even its reputation. Identifying these risks, and 

establishing mitigating measures is needed in order to define the feasibility a CBI.

Financial and operational risks for transfer modalities and possible delivery mechanisms should be assessed, 

including their likelihood of occurring and potential impact at the feasibility stage. Risks should be captured 

in a risk mitigation matrix, in line with UNHCR Risk Mitigation Matrix1, highlighting who is at risk, the 

consequences should the risks manifest and the mitigating measures, based on whether the risk is serious 

enough to hinder the set up and implementation of a CBI.

The table below outlines the areas of potential financial and operational risks when implementing CBIs2.

Risk Description

Financial Risk of a single transaction failure in which the intended Payment Beneficiary receives fewer funds than expected,  
or does not receive payment at all

Systemic Risk of collapse of a financial system or market

Legal Risk which could result in lawsuits, judgment or contracts that could disrupt or affect business practices. AML/CFT 
vulnerability is the most significant legal risk in this context

 Operational – General Risk which damages the ability of one of the payment stakeholders to effectively operate their business, results in a 
direct or indirect loss from failed internal processes, people, systems or external events

Operational – 
Interoperability

Risk that the lack of inter or intra network operability may prevent a consumer from transacting successfully with the 
desired party

Operational– Customer 
ID and Authentication

 Risk that a transaction fails or that funds do not reach the Payment Beneficiary due to inability to verify the validity of 
transfer parties

Operational– Provider 
Governance

Risks to customer funds that arise out of a lack of appropriate governance structure, standards and practices

Technology Risk that technology failure will result in a direct or indirect loss to a stakeholder in the payment process

Reputational Risk that damages the image of one of the stakeholders, the mobile system, the financial system, or of a specific product

KEY TOOLS

CBI SOP template for Cash-Based Interventions

The CBI SOP template includes a risk mitigation matrix for financial and operational risks. Consult your 

CBI focal point or your Finance or Project Control Officer for more information.

1 Consult your Finance or Project Control Officer.
2  Electronic Payments Standards and Practices Report – USAID 2015
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http://www.cashlearning.org/downloads/East and Central Africa CVTWG/electronicpaymentsstandardsandpracticesreport.pdf
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4 
POLITICAL CONTEXT

Analysis of government policy identifies what is politically possible when responding to identified needs, 

based on the host government’s annual plans, programmes, priorities, legislation and regulatory environment. 

Additionally, this analysis identifies opportunities for partnerships, institutional capacity-building needs, 

coordination mechanisms and the possibility of a hand-over strategy.

Equally, governments may have economic strategies that could affect a CBI, such as:

• Excessive taxation or import duty on goods and 

services

• Subsidies of goods

• Restrictions on access to financial and 

communications services to certain groups e.g. 

holders of particular forms of ID

• Restriction on the movement of people, 

particularly PoCs, affecting their ability to access 

markets and financial services

• Restrictions on the movement of goods within the 

country or into the country

• The existence and effects of a “black market”

• Exchange rate controls

Key elements to consider:

• Involving government and donors in the response analysis or feasibility study can help build political 

willingness. International aid agencies need to coordinate with governments, particularly where the 

authorities are implementing their own CBI.

• Regulatory environment needs careful analysis particularly regarding refugees’ access to financial services.

• Common concerns of host governments regarding the use of CBIs include the potential for cash to act as a 

pull factor, insecurity, creating dependency and stability, as well as the perceptions of the host community 

– particularly the poorest among them who do not receive the same level of support from their own 

government. Many of these issues can be addressed through programme design (see OG Part II, Section 

4.9, on advocacy).

• Some donors and governments are reluctant to encourage cash-based interventions out of fear that cash 

could end up in the hands of armed non-state actors engaged in terrorist activities or of groups proscribed 

by law.

• CBIs can be viewed by corrupt authorities as a possible source of income. This can have implications 

for persons of concern, e.g. where recipients could easily be identified and pressured. In remote 

management contexts, corrupt authorities can be nourished by remote assistance, and the use of cash in an 

uncoordinated manner could further contribute to corruption.

• A review of social safety nets can enable UNHCR to identify opportunities to integrate into, or contribute 

to building, national social protection schemes. UNHCR can support governments and partners in 

developing, implementing and assessing social assistance programmes that include refugees and asylum 

seekers.

• Overall engagement between the United Nations and the government in a country may be covered by the 

United Nations Development Assistance Framework.

• Coordination fora can also help build alliances and unified messages to advocate to government and 

donors that lever the positive aspects of CBIs in a particular situation.

4
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5 
CASH TRANSFER MECHANISMS 
AND DELIVERY OPTIONS

An initial inventory or mapping of the financial service providers and relevant regulatory environment 

in the area of intervention is an integral part of feasibility and response analysis. This inventory must be 

thorough, not necessarily in terms of exhaustively identifying all existing financial services in a given market 

but in asserting the extent to which these services can be used by an organisation to serve multiple people 

at the same time (bulk payments) and how easily existing products can be modified to meet programme and 

beneficiary needs.

What should influence the choice of service provider is their capacity to meet programme needs in a given 

context using a cash delivery mechanism that is cost efficient, provides the right security and controls and can 

be easy to use for both UNHCR and persons of concern. In addition, the following should be considered:

• Alternative delivery mechanisms to ensure access for certain individuals or groups as necessary

• Legal requirements for individuals to access financial services e.g. age limits, ID requirements

• Level of literacy and numeracy of PoCs for different banking services

• Coverage, reliability and scalability of services

• There is almost always a way to deliver cash to recipients. The final decision will be a trade-off between 

security and other protection concerns, partner capacity, ease of use, and cost

• Different groups should be consulted about their preference of delivery method

Final choice of service provider will only be taken once the relevant UNHCR procurement process has been 

concluded (e.g. Request for Information, Expressions of Interest, Request for Proposal), during the design 

phase. Consult Finance/Treasury and Procurement Section in addition to CBIS.

KEY TOOLS

Cash Delivery Mechanism Assessment Tool (CDMAT)

The Cash Delivery Mechanism Assessment Tool (CDMAT) is a user-friendly, intuitive and interactive 

instrument that employs decision trees and scores to support the mapping of and assessing the 

suitability of different cash delivery mechanisms and financial service providers. It begins with a 

high-level decision making tree, which provides an initial framework for deciding on an appropriate cash 

delivery mechanism, followed by more detailed decision trees for each potential delivery mechanism.

It assists in considering the suitability of direct cash payments, delivery through an agent or over-the-

counter, pre-paid cards, mobile money or bank accounts in any given context.
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The table below provides an overview of key criteria used by the CDMAT.

Criteria Focus areas Description

Programme requirements and 
implementation context

•  Programme objectives

•  National financial landscape 
assessment

How can cash transfer help programme objectives. Strength and density 
of national financial infrastructure and prevailing financial behaviours.

User registration and 
experience

•  Registration requirements

•  Acceptability to vulnerable group

Type of identification required for persons of concern to subscribe to cash 
transfer services. Comfort with use as expressed by recipient and on-the-
ground providers, need for support, convenience.

Financial service provider 
capacity

•  Operations and Management

•  Speed

•  Resilience

Managerial and operational ability to deliver money transfer services. 
Time taken to roll out the solution and effect cash transfer. Ability to 
recover data and to continue the service when the environment is difficult 
or changes suddenly.

Security and controls •  Security

•  Controls and risk management

•  Data protection

•  Compliance with internal policies

Level of physical safety for staff and recipients. The systems that are 
needed to manage risks (such as fraud), correct error (ability to monitor 
and rapidly make corrections), ensure beneficiary data and financial 
protection (security in the system and at the cash collection and 
transaction points). Ability of the system to meet both internal and donor 
requirements for reporting and fund management.

Cost-efficiency •  Cost to the organization

•  Cost and opportunity cost to persons 
of concern

Cost of the service to the organization (including not only the cost 
of the transaction but also all the costs of designing, implementing 
and monitoring the programme) and persons of concern (including 
opportunity costs).

Ease of implementation •  Processes

•  Flexibility and Scalability

•  Human resources needs

Effectiveness of the service at operating on a large scale and ease with 
which the chosen option can be adjusted to vary payment amounts 
and other changes. Number of staff required and their level of skills, 
education, ability to provide training to recipients, etc.

 £ Refer to the UNHCR Guide for Protection in CBIs, page 13 for protection 

recommendations while identifying a delivery mechanism and service provider.

 £ The Cash Delivery Mechanism Assessment Tool (CDMAT) can be found here. 5
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http://www.cashlearning.org/resources/library/800-guide-for-protection-in-cash-based-interventions?keywords=&region=all&country=all&year=all&organisation=all&sector=all&modality=all&language=all&payment_method=all&document_type=all&searched=1
http://www.unhcr.org/assets/forms/Cash-Delivery-Mechanism-Assessment-Tool.pdf
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6 
COST-EFFICIENCY

Undertaking an analysis of costs and cost-efficiency allows the comparison of total costs (transfer value + 

delivery and implementation costs) of different transfer modalities and delivery mechanisms.

Costs that are relevant for determining the cost-efficiency in a field operation are often divided into 

categories as per the table below. However, they should be expanded or modified to fit the specific context3:

Type of Cost Examples of costs to be included

Cost of goods or services 
provided in-kind or when 
purchased locally

Cost of corrugated iron of specification XYZ, soap, wheat, bus ticket from A to B, when purchased in-kind OR the 
equivalent value in local markets per comparable beneficiary unit (e.g. person, household) and for a given time period 
(e.g. month or per transfer)

Service provider fees Costs associated with transactions such as ATM withdrawal fee, POS use or balance enquiry fee, commission.

Distribution costs Rent of site, security guards, rent of equipment, distribution staff and casual labour

Warehouse costs Central warehousing and on-site warehousing

Transportation costs Cost of transportation of in-kind goods that are not included in the cost of good or service (e.g. international transport if 
good is purchased in country and the transport is reflected in the purchase price)

Training of counterparts Training of staff, partners, beneficiaries.

Staff costs and/or 
implementing partner cost

Including both full time and part-time staff (cost reflected proportionally)

One-time start-up costs Purchase of material, cost of card or SIM, mailers.

Indirect costs For the purpose of determining the cost-efficiency in a field operation, these costs should be included only if there are 
differences between modalities and mechanisms. These can include e.g. cost associated with communication with 
communities such as help line, feedback and response mechanism and monitoring.

All other costs For the purpose of determining the cost-efficiency in a field operation, these costs should be included only if there are 
differences between modalities and mechanisms.

Once calculated, costs are presented in the following way, per modality and per transfer mechanism:  

the cost per beneficiary; the cost per transfer; the ratio of the administrative costs to the amount transferred 

to beneficiaries (known as the cost-transfer ratio).

The cost may ultimately not be the deciding factor regarding the optimal modality when the expected 

effectiveness of achieving objectives is taken into account. In other words, cash-based interventions may be 

appropriate even when they are less cost-efficient but more effective in achieving objectives – for example, 

due to positive impacts on local markets, affording greater dignity to recipients, or when needs cannot be met 

adequately through sector-specific approaches and in-kind transfers.

High start-up costs may be a deciding factor for a project that has a limited lifespan or low coverage, but could 

be off-set over the course of a long-term programme at scale.

There are currently no corporate tools within UNHCR to calculate cost-efficiency at the operational level, but 

the current practise follows the process explained above. 

See practical examples of calculations from Rwanda  and Malawi  (excel files).

3 Adapted from IFRC http://rcmcash.org/toolkit/
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1. Kigeme

		

								Scale per Item												required items for current population (Dec 2016)

		FS		# HHs		# indiv		Jerrycans (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mats(EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets(EA)		Kitchen Set		Jerrycans* (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mat (EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets (EA) and Mattraces		Kitchen Sets

		15		2		30		6		180		15		15		6		3		12		360		30		30		12		6

		14		2		28		6		168		14		14		6		3		12		336		28		28		12		6

		13		10		130		6		156		13		13		6		3		60		1560		130		130		60		30

		12		28		336		6		144		12		12		6		3		168		4032		336		336		168		84

		11		47		517		6		132		11		11		6		3		282		6204		517		517		282		141

		10		114		1140		4		120		10		10		4		2		456		13680		1140		1140		456		228

		9		227		2043		4		108		9		9		4		2		908		24516		2043		2043		908		454

		8		307		2456		4		96		8		8		4		2		1228		29472		2456		2456		1228		614

		7		379		2653		4		84		7		7		4		2		1516		31836		2653		2653		1516		758

		6		445		2670		4		72		6		6		4		2		1780		32040		2670		2670		1780		890

		5		537		2685		4		60		5		5		2		1		2148		32220		2685		2685		1074		537

		4		469		1876		2		48		4		4		2		1		938		22512		1876		1876		938		469

		3		445		1335		2		36		3		3		2		1		890		16020		1335		1335		890		445

		2		393		786		2		24		2		2		2		1		786		9432		786		786		786		393

		1		380		380		1		12		1		1		1		0.5		380		4560		380		380		380		190

		Projected population in 2016		3785		19065														11564		228780		19065		19065		10490		5245

		Items		UoM		# of indiv estimated in 2015				Projected items for 2016

		Baby Blankets		EA		471				471

		Sanitary pads		EA		6017				72204

		Soaps (Female)		KG		6017				72204



Distinguished User:
Jerrycans' life span is 6 months. Therefore, they're projected to be distributed 2 times in 2015

UNHCRuser:
Lifespan of Mats I year

UNHCRuser:
Blanket lifespan is 1 year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year



2. Gihembe

		

								Scale per Item												required items for current population (Dec 2016)

		FS		# HHs		# indiv		Jerrycans (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mats(EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets(EA)		Kitchen Set		Jerrycans* (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mat (EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets (EA) and Mattraces		Kitchen Sets

		16		1		16		6		192		16		16		6		3		6		192		16		16		6		3

		15		1		15		6		180		15		15		6		3		6		180		15		15		6		3

		14		4		56		6		168		14		14		6		3		24		672		56		56		24		12

		13		6		78		6		156		13		13		6		3		36		936		78		78		36		18

		12		19		228		6		144		12		12		6		3		114		2736		228		228		114		57

		11		43		473		6		132		11		11		6		3		258		5676		473		473		258		129

		10		81		810		4		120		10		10		4		2		324		9720		810		810		324		162

		9		117		1053		4		108		9		9		4		2		468		12636		1053		1053		468		234

		8		195		1560		4		96		8		8		4		2		780		18720		1560		1560		780		390

		7		265		1855		4		84		7		7		4		2		1060		22260		1855		1855		1060		530

		6		293		1758		4		72		6		6		4		2		1172		21096		1758		1758		1172		586

		5		311		1555		4		60		5		5		2		1		1244		18660		1555		1555		622		311

		4		357		1428		2		48		4		4		2		1		714		17136		1428		1428		714		357

		3		350		1050		2		36		3		3		2		1		700		12600		1050		1050		700		350

		2		345		690		2		24		2		2		2		1		690		8280		690		690		690		345

		1		635		635		1		12		1		1		1		0.5		635		7620		635		635		635		317.5

																										0

		Projected population in 2016		3023		13260														8159		158928		13244		13244		7603		3801.5

		Items		UoM		# of indiv estimated in 2015				Projected items for 2016

		Baby Blankets		EA		386				386

		Sanitary pads		EA		4379				52548

		Soaps (Female)		KG		4379				52548



Distinguished User:
Jerrycans' life span is 6 months. Therefore, they're projected to be distributed 2 times in 2015

UNHCRuser:
Lifespan of Mats I year

UNHCRuser:
Blanket lifespan is 1 year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year



3. Nyabiheke

		

								Scale per Item												required items for current population (Dec 2016)

		FS		# HHs		# indiv		Jerrycans (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mats(EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets(EA)		Kitchen Set		Jerrycans* (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mat (EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets (EA) and Mattraces		Kitchen Sets

		15		0		0		6		180		15		15		6		3		0		0		0		0		0		0

		14		5		70		6		168		14		14		6		3		30		840		70		70		30		15

		13		5		65		6		156		13		13		6		3		30		780		65		65		30		15

		12		11		132		6		144		12		12		6		3		66		1584		132		132		66		33

		11		27		297		6		132		11		11		6		3		162		3564		297		297		162		81

		10		80		800		4		120		10		10		4		2		320		9600		800		800		320		160

		9		144		1296		4		108		9		9		4		2		576		15552		1296		1296		576		288

		8		253		2024		4		96		8		8		4		2		1012		24288		2024		2024		1012		506

		7		327		2289		4		84		7		7		4		2		1308		27468		2289		2289		1308		654

		6		379		2274		4		72		6		6		4		2		1516		27288		2274		2274		1516		758

		5		388		1940		4		60		5		5		2		1		1552		23280		1940		1940		776		388

		4		330		1320		2		48		4		4		2		1		660		15840		1320		1320		660		330

		3		264		792		2		36		3		3		2		1		528		9504		792		792		528		264

		2		245		490		2		24		2		2		2		1		490		5880		490		490		490		245

		1		371		371		1		12		1		1		1		0.5		371		4452		371		371		371		185.5

		Projected population in 2016		2829		14160														8561		169920		14160		14160		7845		3922.5

		Items		UoM		# of indiv estimated in 2015				Projected items for 2016

		Baby Blankets		EA		350				350

		Sanitary pads		EA		4597				55164

		Soaps (Female)		KG		4597				55164



Distinguished User:
Jerrycans' life span is 6 months. Therefore, they're projected to be distributed 2 times in 2015

UNHCRuser:
Lifespan of Mats I year

UNHCRuser:
Blanket lifespan is 1 year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year



4. Mugombwa

		

								Scale per Item												required items for current population (Dec 2016)

		FS		# HHs		# indiv		Jerrycans (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mats(EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets(EA)		Kitchen Set		Jerrycans* (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mat (EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets (EA) and Mattraces		Kitchen Sets

		15		0		0		6		180		15		15		6		3		0		0		0		0		0		0

		14		0		0		6		168		14		14		6		3		0		0		0		0		0		0

		13		2		26		6		156		13		13		6		3		12		312		26		26		12		6

		12		1		12		6		144		12		12		6		3		6		144		12		12		6		3

		11		5		55		6		132		11		11		6		3		30		660		55		55		30		15

		10		25		250		4		120		10		10		4		2		100		3000		250		250		100		50

		9		52		468		4		108		9		9		4		2		208		5616		468		468		208		104

		8		104		832		4		96		8		8		4		2		416		9984		832		832		416		208

		7		179		1253		4		84		7		7		4		2		716		15036		1253		1253		716		358

		6		259		1554		4		72		6		6		4		2		1036		18648		1554		1554		1036		518

		5		259		1295		4		60		5		5		2		1		1036		15540		1295		1295		518		259

		4		331		1324		2		48		4		4		2		1		662		15888		1324		1324		662		331

		3		278		834		2		36		3		3		2		1		556		10008		834		834		556		278

		2		253		506		2		24		2		2		2		1		506		6072		506		506		506		253

		1		255		255		1		12		1		1		1		0.5		255		3060		255		255		255		127.5

		Projected population in 2016		2003		8664														5527		103968		8664		8664		5021		2510.5

		Items		UoM		# of indiv estimated in 2015				Projected items for 2016

		Baby Blankets		EA		246				246

		Sanitary pads		EA		2852				34224

		Soaps (Female)		KG		2852				34224



Distinguished User:
Jerrycans' life span is 6 months. Therefore, they're projected to be distributed 2 times in 2015

UNHCRuser:
Lifespan of Mats I year

UNHCRuser:
Blanket lifespan is 1 year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year



5. Kiziba

		

								Scale per Item												required items for current population (Dec 2016)

		FS		# HHs		# indiv		Jerrycans (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mats(EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets(EA)		Kitchen Set		Jerrycans* (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mat (EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets (EA) and Mattraces		Kitchen Sets

		15		4		60		6		180		15		15		6		3		24		720		60		60		24		12

		14		3		42		6		168		14		14		6		3		18		504		42		42		18		9

		13		15		195		6		156		13		13		6		3		90		2340		195		195		90		45

		12		27		324		6		144		12		12		6		3		162		3888		324		324		162		81

		11		68		748		6		132		11		11		6		3		408		8976		748		748		408		204

		10		130		1300		4		120		10		10		4		2		520		15600		1300		1300		520		260

		9		207		1863		4		108		9		9		4		2		828		22356		1863		1863		828		414

		8		273		2184		4		96		8		8		4		2		1092		26208		2184		2184		1092		546

		7		317		2219		4		84		7		7		4		2		1268		26628		2219		2219		1268		634

		6		363		2178		4		72		6		6		4		2		1452		26136		2178		2178		1452		726

		5		411		2055		4		60		5		5		2		1		1644		24660		2055		2055		822		411

		4		386		1544		2		48		4		4		2		1		772		18528		1544		1544		772		386

		3		410		1230		2		36		3		3		2		1		820		14760		1230		1230		820		410

		2		381		762		2		24		2		2		2		1		762		9144		762		762		762		381

		1		567		567		1		12		1		1		1		0.5		567		6804		567		567		567		283.5

		Projected population in 2016		3562		17271														10295		207252		17271		17271		9605		4802.5

		Items		UoM		# of indiv estimated in 2015				Projected items for 2016

		Baby Blankets		EA		442				442

		Sanitary pads		EA		5527				66324

		Soaps (Female)		KG		5527				66324



Distinguished User:
Jerrycans' life span is 6 months. Therefore, they're projected to be distributed 2 times in 2015

UNHCRuser:
Lifespan of Mats I year

UNHCRuser:
Blanket lifespan is 1 year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year



6. Mahama

		

								Scale per Item												required items for current population (Dec 2016)

		FS		# HHs		# indiv		Jerrycans (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mats(EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets(EA)		Kitchen Set		Jerrycans* (EA)		soap bar (300g)		Mat (EA)		Blankets (EA)		Mosquito nets (EA) and Mattraces		Kitchen Sets

		15		0		0		6		180		15		15		6		3		0		0		0		0		0		0

		14		0		0		6		168		14		14		6		3		0		0		0		0		0		0

		13		1		13		6		156		13		13		6		3		6		156		13		13		6		3

		12		5		60		6		144		12		12		6		3		30		720		60		60		30		15

		11		18		198		6		132		11		11		6		3		108		2376		198		198		108		54

		10		53		530		4		120		10		10		4		2		212		6360		530		530		212		106

		9		145		1305		4		108		9		9		4		2		580		15660		1305		1305		580		290

		8		304		2432		4		96		8		8		4		2		1216		29184		2432		2432		1216		608

		7		594		4158		4		84		7		7		4		2		2376		49896		4158		4158		2376		1188

		6		1021		6126		4		72		6		6		4		2		4084		73512		6126		6126		4084		2042

		5		1540		7700		4		60		5		5		2		1		6160		92400		7700		7700		3080		1540

		4		1794		7176		2		48		4		4		2		1		3588		86112		7176		7176		3588		1794

		3		2261		6783		2		36		3		3		2		1		4522		81396		6783		6783		4522		2261

		2		2363		4726		2		24		2		2		2		1		4726		56712		4726		4726		4726		2363

		1		8432		8432		1		12		1		1		1		0.5		8432		101184		8432		8432		8432		4216

		Projected population in 2016		18531		49639														36034		595668		49639		49639		32960		16480

		Items		UoM		# of indiv estimated in 2015				Projected items for 2016

		Baby Blankets		EA		2010				2010

		Sanitary pads		EA		13695				164340

		Soaps (Female)		KG		13695				164340



Distinguished User:
Jerrycans' life span is 6 months. Therefore, they're projected to be distributed 2 times in 2015

UNHCRuser:
Lifespan of Mats I year

UNHCRuser:
Blanket lifespan is 1 year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year

UNHCRuser:
Mosquito nets lifespan is one year



CostEfficiency

		

		Number of items by camp per year

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

		Jerry Can		RWF    1,665		RWF    1,600		11564		8159		8553		5527		10295		36034

		Soap (300g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		228780		158928		169152		103968		207252		595668

		Mat (Intl)		RWF    1,803		RWF    -		19065		13244		14096		8664		17271		49639

		Blanket (Intl)		RWF    4,415		RWF    4,000		19065		13244		14096		8664		17271		49639

		Mosquito Net		RWF    2,870		RWF    3,000		10490		7603		7823		5021		9605		32960

		Mattrace		RWF    -		RWF    7,000		10490		7603		7823		5021		9605		32960

		Kitchen Set (Intl)		RWF    18,250		RWF    23,204		5245		3802		3912		2512		4803		16480

		Soap (w&g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		72204		52548		52128		34224		66324		164340

		Sanitary Pads		RWF    442		RWF    700		72204		52548		52128		34224		66324		164340

		Baby Blanket (Intl)		RWF    3,480		RWF    4,000		471		386		350		246		442		2010

		Cost by Items by Camp only In-Kind

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Jerry Can		RWF    1,665		RWF    1,600		RWF    19,254,060.00		RWF    13,584,735.00		RWF    14,240,745.00		RWF    9,202,455.00		RWF    17,141,175.00		RWF    59,996,610.00		RWF    133,419,780

		Soap (300g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		RWF    178,448,400.00		RWF    123,963,840.00		RWF    131,938,560.00		RWF    81,095,040.00		RWF    161,656,560.00		RWF    464,621,040.00		RWF    1,141,723,440.00

		Mat (Intl)		RWF    1,803		RWF    -		RWF    34,374,195.00		RWF    23,878,932.00		RWF    25,415,088.00		RWF    15,621,192.00		RWF    31,139,613.00		RWF    89,499,117.00		RWF    219,928,137.00

		Blanket (Intl)		RWF    4,415		RWF    4,000		RWF    84,171,975.00		RWF    58,472,260.00		RWF    62,233,840.00		RWF    38,251,560.00		RWF    76,251,465.00		RWF    219,156,185.00		RWF    538,537,285.00

		Mosquito Net		RWF    2,870		RWF    3,000		RWF    30,106,300.00		RWF    21,820,610.00		RWF    22,452,010.00		RWF    14,410,270.00		RWF    27,566,350.00		RWF    94,595,200.00		RWF    210,950,740.00

		Mattrace		RWF    -		RWF    7,000		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Kitchen Set (Intl)		RWF    18,250		RWF    23,204		RWF    95,721,250.00		RWF    69,386,500.00		RWF    71,394,000.00		RWF    45,844,000.00		RWF    87,654,750.00		RWF    300,760,000.00		RWF    670,760,500.00

		Soap (w&g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		RWF    56,319,120.00		RWF    40,987,440.00		RWF    40,659,840.00		RWF    26,694,720.00		RWF    51,732,720.00		RWF    128,185,200.00		RWF    344,579,040.00

		Sanitary Pads		RWF    442		RWF    700		RWF    31,914,168.00		RWF    23,226,216.00		RWF    23,040,576.00		RWF    15,127,008.00		RWF    29,315,208.00		RWF    72,638,280.00		RWF    195,261,456.00

		Baby Blanket (Intl)		RWF    3,480		RWF    4,000		RWF    1,639,080.00		RWF    1,343,280.00		RWF    1,218,000.00		RWF    856,080.00		RWF    1,538,160.00		RWF    6,994,800.00		RWF    13,589,400.00

		Freight of Intl Products						RWF    32,385,975.00		RWF    22,962,145.80		RWF    24,039,139.20		RWF    15,085,924.80		RWF    29,487,598.20		RWF    92,461,515.30		RWF    216,422,298.30

		Customs on Inlt Products						RWF    32,385,975.00		RWF    22,962,145.80		RWF    24,039,139.20		RWF    15,085,924.80		RWF    29,487,598.20		RWF    92,461,515.30		RWF    216,422,298.30

		Distribution costs ADRA						RWF    33,209,880.00		RWF    36,560,280.00		RWF    34,105,880.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    123,674,388.00		RWF    297,444,588.00

								RWF    629,930,378.00		RWF    459,148,384.60		RWF    474,776,817.40		RWF    310,884,054.60		RWF    579,255,477.40		RWF    1,745,043,850.60		RWF    4,199,038,962.60

		Scenario 1: Full Basket						Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Total Value of Goods						RWF    531,948,548.00		RWF    376,663,813.00		RWF    392,592,659.00		RWF    247,102,325.00		RWF    483,996,001.00		RWF    1,436,446,432.00		RWF    3,468,749,778.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    97,981,830.00		RWF    82,484,571.60		RWF    82,184,158.40		RWF    63,781,729.60		RWF    95,259,476.40		RWF    308,597,418.60		RWF    730,289,184.60

		Total Full Basket						RWF    629,930,378.00		RWF    459,148,384.60		RWF    474,776,817.40		RWF    310,884,054.60		RWF    579,255,477.40		RWF    1,745,043,850.60		RWF    4,199,038,962.60		$   5,616,015.95

		Percentage logs of total value						18.42		21.90		20.93		25.81		19.68		21.48		21.05

		Scenario 2: Expanded Minimum Basket 
(Soap, Extra Soap and Sanitary Pads)						Kigeme		Giheme		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    266,681,688.00		RWF    188,177,496.00		RWF    195,638,976.00		RWF    122,916,768.00		RWF    242,704,488.00		RWF    665,444,520.00		RWF    1,681,563,936.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    33,209,880.00		RWF    36,560,280.00		RWF    34,105,880.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    123,674,388.00		RWF    297,444,588.00

		Total Expanded Minimum Basket						RWF    299,891,568.00		RWF    224,737,776.00		RWF    229,744,856.00		RWF    156,526,648.00		RWF    278,988,768.00		RWF    789,118,908.00		RWF    1,979,008,524.00		$   2,646,830.27

		% logistic costs						12.45		19.43		17.43		27.34		14.95		18.59		17.69

		Scenario 3: Minimum Basket 
(Soap and Sanitary Pads)						Kigeme		Giheme		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Total Value Minimum Goods						210,362,568.00		RWF    147,190,056.00		RWF    154,979,136.00		RWF    96,222,048.00		RWF    190,971,768.00		RWF    537,259,320.00		RWF    1,336,984,896.00

		Total Costs Logistics						33,209,880.00		RWF    36,560,280.00		RWF    34,105,880.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    123,674,388.00		RWF    297,444,588.00

		Total Minimum Basket						243,572,448.00		RWF    183,750,336.00		RWF    189,085,016.00		RWF    129,831,928.00		RWF    227,256,048.00		RWF    660,933,708.00		RWF    1,634,429,484.00		$   2,185,972.11

		% logistic costs						15.79		24.84		22.01		34.93		19.00		23.02

		Cost by Items by Camp only CASH

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Jerry Can		RWF    1,665		RWF    1,600		RWF    18,502,400.00		RWF    13,054,400.00		RWF    13,684,800.00		RWF    8,843,200.00		RWF    16,472,000.00		RWF    57,654,400.00		RWF    128,211,200

		Soap (300g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		RWF    68,634,000.00		RWF    47,678,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    31,190,400.00		RWF    62,175,600.00		RWF    178,700,400.00		RWF    439,124,400

		Mat		RWF    1,803		RWF    -		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    -

		Blanket		RWF    4,415		RWF    4,000		RWF    76,260,000.00		RWF    52,976,000.00		RWF    56,384,000.00		RWF    34,656,000.00		RWF    69,084,000.00		RWF    198,556,000.00		RWF    487,916,000.00

		Mosquito Net		RWF    2,870		RWF    3,000		RWF    31,470,000.00		RWF    22,809,000.00		RWF    23,469,000.00		RWF    15,063,000.00		RWF    28,815,000.00		RWF    98,880,000.00		RWF    220,506,000.00

		Mattrace		RWF    -		RWF    7,000		RWF    73,430,000.00		RWF    53,221,000.00		RWF    54,761,000.00		RWF    35,147,000.00		RWF    67,235,000.00		RWF    230,720,000.00		RWF    514,514,000.00

		Kitchen Set		RWF    18,250		RWF    23,204		RWF    121,704,980.00		RWF    88,221,608.00		RWF    90,774,048.00		RWF    58,288,448.00		RWF    111,448,812.00		RWF    382,401,920.00		RWF    852,839,816.00

		Soap (w&g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		RWF    21,661,200.00		RWF    15,764,400.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    10,267,200.00		RWF    19,897,200.00		RWF    49,302,000.00		RWF    132,530,400.00

		Sanitary Pads		RWF    442		RWF    700		RWF    50,542,800.00		RWF    36,783,600.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    23,956,800.00		RWF    46,426,800.00		RWF    115,038,000.00		RWF    309,237,600.00

		Baby Blanket		RWF    3,480		RWF    4,000		RWF    1,884,000.00		RWF    1,544,000.00		RWF    1,400,000.00		RWF    984,000.00		RWF    1,768,000.00		RWF    8,040,000.00		RWF    15,620,000.00

		Distribution costs EQUITY						RWF    3,785,000.00		RWF    3,023,000.00		RWF    2,829,000.00		RWF    2,003,000.00		RWF    3,562,000.00		RWF    18,531,000.00		RWF    33,733,000.00

		Withdrawal Fees						RWF    3,785,000.00		RWF    3,023,000.00		RWF    2,829,000.00		RWF    2,003,000.00		RWF    3,562,000.00		RWF    18,531,000.00		RWF    33,733,000.00

								RWF    471,659,380.00		RWF    338,098,408.00		RWF    349,004,448.00		RWF    222,402,048.00		RWF    430,446,412.00		RWF    1,356,354,720.00		RWF    3,167,965,416.00

		Scenario 1: Full Basket

		Total Value of Goods						RWF    464,089,380.00		RWF    332,052,408.00		RWF    343,346,448.00		RWF    218,396,048.00		RWF    423,322,412.00		RWF    1,319,292,720.00		RWF    3,100,499,416.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    4,006,000.00		RWF    7,124,000.00		RWF    37,062,000.00		RWF    67,466,000.00		Total (no wallet)		Wallet costs		Total (with wallet)

		Total Full Goods						RWF    471,659,380.00		RWF    338,098,408.00		RWF    349,004,448.00		RWF    222,402,048.00		RWF    430,446,412.00		RWF    1,356,354,720.00		RWF    3,167,965,416.00		$   4,237,003.86		$   135,349.00		$   4,372,352.86

		% logistic costs						1.63		1.82		1.65		1.83		1.68		2.81		2.18		ca 24% cost savings				ca 22% cost savings

		Wallet costs						RWF    11,355,000.00		RWF    9,069,000.00		RWF    8,487,000.00		RWF    6,009,000.00		RWF    10,686,000.00		RWF    55,593,000.00		101,199,000.00

		Wallet % logistics costs						4.08		4.55		4.12		4.59		4.21		7.02		5.44

		Scenario 2: Expanded Minimum Basket (Soap, Extra Soap and Sanitary Pads)

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    140,838,000.00		RWF    100,226,400.00		RWF    102,873,600.00		RWF    65,414,400.00		RWF    128,499,600.00		RWF    343,040,400.00		RWF    880,892,400.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    4,006,000.00		RWF    7,124,000.00		RWF    37,062,000.00		RWF    67,466,000.00		Total (no wallet)		Wallet costs		Total (with wallet)

		Total Expanded Minimum Goods						RWF    148,408,000.00		RWF    106,272,400.00		RWF    108,531,600.00		RWF    69,420,400.00		RWF    135,623,600.00		RWF    380,102,400.00		RWF    948,358,400.00		$   1,268,384.49		$   135,349.00		$   1,403,733.49

		% logistic costs						5.37		6.03		5.50		6.12		5.54		10.80		7.66		ca 53% cost savings				ca 47% cost savings

		Wallet costs						RWF    11,355,000.00		RWF    9,069,000.00		RWF    8,487,000.00		RWF    6,009,000.00		RWF    10,686,000.00		RWF    55,593,000.00		101,199,000.00

		Wallet % logistics costs						RWF    13.44		RWF    15.08		RWF    13.75		RWF    15.31		RWF    13.86		RWF    27.01		RWF    19.15

		Scenario 2: Minimum Basket (Soap and Sanitary Pads)

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    90,295,200.00		RWF    63,442,800.00		RWF    66,384,000.00		RWF    41,457,600.00		RWF    82,072,800.00		RWF    228,002,400.00		RWF    571,654,800.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    4,006,000.00		RWF    7,124,000.00		RWF    37,062,000.00		RWF    67,466,000.00		Total (no wallet)		Wallet costs		Total (with wallet)

		Total Minimum Goods						RWF    97,865,200.00		RWF    69,488,800.00		RWF    72,042,000.00		RWF    45,463,600.00		RWF    89,196,800.00		RWF    265,064,400.00		RWF    639,120,800.00		$   854,793.83		$   135,349.00		$   990,142.83

		% logistic costs						11.93		10.49		11.73		10.35		11.52		6.15		8.47		ca 60% cost savings				ca 55% cost savings

		Wallet costs						RWF    11,355,000.00		RWF    9,069,000.00		RWF    8,487,000.00		RWF    6,009,000.00		RWF    10,686,000.00		RWF    55,593,000.00		101,199,000.00

		Wallet % logistics costs						20.96		23.82		21.31		24.16		21.70		40.64		29.50

		Cost by Items by Camp (Cash and In-Kind)

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme (Cash)		Gihembe (Cash)		Nyabiheke (Cash)		Mugombwa (In-kind)		Kiziba (In-kind)		Mahama (In-kind)

		Jerry Can		RWF    1,665		RWF    1,600		RWF    18,502,400.00		RWF    13,054,400.00		RWF    13,684,800.00		RWF    9,202,455.00		RWF    17,141,175.00		RWF    59,996,610.00

		Soap (300g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		RWF    68,634,000.00		RWF    47,678,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    81,095,040.00		RWF    161,656,560.00		RWF    464,621,040.00

		Mat		RWF    1,803		RWF    -		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    15,621,192.00		RWF    31,139,613.00		RWF    89,499,117.00

		Blanket		RWF    4,415		RWF    4,000		RWF    76,260,000.00		RWF    52,976,000.00		RWF    56,384,000.00		RWF    38,251,560.00		RWF    76,251,465.00		RWF    219,156,185.00

		Mosquito Net		RWF    2,870		RWF    3,000		RWF    31,470,000.00		RWF    22,809,000.00		RWF    23,469,000.00		RWF    14,410,270.00		RWF    27,566,350.00		RWF    94,595,200.00

		Mattrace		RWF    -		RWF    7,000		RWF    73,430,000.00		RWF    53,221,000.00		RWF    54,761,000.00		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Kitchen Set		RWF    18,250		RWF    23,204		RWF    121,704,980.00		RWF    88,221,608.00		RWF    90,774,048.00		RWF    45,844,000.00		RWF    87,654,750.00		RWF    300,760,000.00

		Soap (w&g)		RWF    780		RWF    300		RWF    21,661,200.00		RWF    15,764,400.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    26,694,720.00		RWF    51,732,720.00		RWF    128,185,200.00

		Sanitary Pads		RWF    442		RWF    700		RWF    50,542,800.00		RWF    36,783,600.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    15,127,008.00		RWF    29,315,208.00		RWF    72,638,280.00

		Baby Blanket		RWF    3,480		RWF    4,000		RWF    1,884,000.00		RWF    1,544,000.00		RWF    1,400,000.00		RWF    856,080.00		RWF    1,538,160.00		RWF    6,994,800.00

		Distribution Costs						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    63,781,729.60		RWF    95,259,476.40		RWF    308,597,418.60

		Total						RWF    471,659,380.00		RWF    338,098,408.00		RWF    349,004,448.00		RWF    310,884,054.60		RWF    579,255,477.40		RWF    1,745,043,850.60

		Scenario 1: Full Basket

		Total Value of Goods						RWF    464,089,380.00		RWF    332,052,408.00		RWF    343,346,448.00		RWF    247,102,325.00		RWF    483,996,001.00		RWF    1,436,446,432.00		RWF    3,307,032,994.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    63,781,729.60		RWF    95,259,476.40		RWF    308,597,418.60		RWF    486,912,624.60		Total (no wallet)		Wallet costs		Total (with wallet)

		Total Costs						RWF    471,659,380.00		RWF    338,098,408.00		RWF    349,004,448.00		RWF    310,884,054.60		RWF    579,255,477.40		RWF    1,745,043,850.60		RWF    3,793,945,618.60		$   5,074,222.76		$   38,667.00		$   5,112,889.76

		% logistic costs						1.63		1.82		1.65		25.81		19.68		21.48				ca 10% savings				ca 8% savings

		Scenario 2: Expanded Minimum Basket (Soap, extra soap for girls and women and sanitary pads)

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    140,838,000.00		RWF    100,226,400.00		RWF    102,873,600.00		RWF    122,916,768.00		RWF    242,704,488.00		RWF    665,444,520.00		RWF    1,375,003,776.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    123,674,388.00		RWF    212,842,548.00		Total (no wallet)		Wallet costs		Total (with wallet)

		Total Expanded Minimum Goods						RWF    148,408,000.00		RWF    106,272,400.00		RWF    108,531,600.00		RWF    156,526,648.00		RWF    278,988,768.00		RWF    789,118,908.00		RWF    1,587,846,324.00		$   2,123,669.33		$   38,667.00		$   2,162,336.33

		% logistic costs						5.37		6.03		5.50		27.34		14.95		18.59				ca 20% savings				ca 19% savings

		Scenario 4:  Minimum Basket (Only soap and sanitary pads)

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    119,176,800.00		RWF    84,462,000.00		RWF    87,235,200.00		RWF    96,222,048.00		RWF    190,971,768.00		RWF    537,259,320.00		RWF    1,115,327,136.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    7,570,000.00		RWF    6,046,000.00		RWF    5,658,000.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    123,674,388.00		RWF    212,842,548.00		Total (no wallet)		Wallet costs		Total (with wallet)

		Total Minimum Goods						RWF    126,746,800.00		RWF    90,508,000.00		RWF    92,893,200.00		RWF    129,831,928.00		RWF    227,256,048.00		RWF    660,933,708.00		RWF    1,328,169,684.00		$   1,776,364.11		$   38,667.00		$   1,815,031.11

		% logistic costs						6.35		7.16		6.49		34.93		19.00		23.02				ca 20% savings				ca 17% savings





Sanitary Pads

		Number of Items by Camp per Year

		Item		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

		Jerry Can		11534		8550		8553		5485		10335		35455

		Soap (300g)		228264		167448		169152		102768		207372		582840

		Mosquito Net		10496		7958		7823		4969		9605		32435

		Soap (w&g)		68316		53184		52128		60192		63816		156960

		Sanitary Pads		68316		53184		52128		60192		63816		156960

		Number of Items by Camp per Month

		Item		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Soap (300g)		19022		13954		14096		8564		17281		48570		102465

		Soap (w&g)		5693		4432		4344		5016		5318		13080		37883

		Sanitary Pads		5693		4432		4344		5016		5318		13080		37883

		Number of Items by Camp per Month (Aug - Dec)

		Item		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Soap (300g)		38044		69770		70480		42820		86405		242850		550369

		Soap (w&g)		11386		22160		21720		25080		26590		65400		172336

		Sanitary Pads		11386		22160		21720		25080		26590		65400		172336

		Number of Pads (In-kind requirements for 2017) Jan - Dec

		Item		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama		Total

		Sanitary Pads		0		4432		4344		60192		63816		156960		289744

		Item		Current PO		EOY PO

		Pads		460150		287814





Sheet4

		Cost by Items by Camp (Cash and In-Kind)

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme (Cash)		Gihembe (Cash)		Nyabiheke (Cash)		Mugombwa (Cash)		Kiziba (Cash)		Mahama (Cash)

		Jerry Can		1665		1600		RWF    18,454,400.00		RWF    13,680,000.00		RWF    13,684,800.00		RWF    9,132,525.00		RWF    17,207,775.00		RWF    59,032,575.00

		Soap (300g)		780		300		RWF    68,479,200.00		RWF    50,234,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    80,159,040.00		RWF    161,750,160.00		RWF    454,615,200.00

		Mat		1803		0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    15,440,892.00		RWF    31,157,643.00		RWF    87,571,710.00

		Blanket		4415		4000		RWF    76,088,000.00		RWF    55,816,000.00		RWF    56,384,000.00		RWF    37,810,060.00		RWF    76,295,615.00		RWF    214,436,550.00

		Mosquito Net		2870		3000		RWF    31,488,000.00		RWF    23,874,000.00		RWF    23,469,000.00		RWF    14,261,030.00		RWF    27,566,350.00		RWF    93,088,450.00

		Mattrace		0		7000		RWF    73,472,000.00		RWF    55,706,000.00		RWF    54,761,000.00		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Kitchen Set		18250		23204		RWF    121,774,592.00		RWF    92,212,696.00		RWF    90,774,048.00		RWF    45,351,250.00		RWF    87,654,750.00		RWF    295,978,500.00

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		RWF    20,494,800.00		RWF    15,955,200.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    46,949,760.00		RWF    49,776,480.00		RWF    122,428,800.00

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		RWF    47,821,200.00		RWF    37,228,800.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Baby Blanket		3480		4000		RWF    1,884,000.00		RWF    1,544,000.00		RWF    1,400,000.00		RWF    856,080.00		RWF    1,538,160.00		RWF    6,994,800.00

		Scenario 1: Full Basket

		Total Value of Goods						RWF    459,956,192.00		RWF    346,251,096.00		RWF    343,346,448.00		RWF    249,960,637.00		RWF    452,946,933.00		RWF    1,334,146,585.00		RWF    3,186,607,891.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    6,858,000.00		RWF    5,619,600.00		RWF    5,095,800.00		RWF    63,447,364.60		RWF    95,278,130.40		RWF    305,168,856.00		RWF    481,467,751.00

		% logistic costs						1.49		1.62		1.48		22.94		19.80		21.74		RWF    3,668,075,642.00		$   4,905,877.63

		Scenario 2: Minimum Basket (Soap and Sanitary Pads)

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    116,300,400.00		RWF    87,463,200.00		RWF    87,235,200.00		RWF    80,159,040.00		RWF    161,750,160.00		RWF    454,615,200.00		RWF    987,523,200.00		$   1,320,765.56

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    2,286,000.00		RWF    1,873,200.00		RWF    1,698,600.00		RWF    63,447,364.60		RWF    95,278,130.40		RWF    305,168,856.00

		Total Minimum Goods						RWF    118,586,400.00		RWF    89,336,400.00		RWF    88,933,800.00		RWF    143,606,404.60		RWF    257,028,290.40		RWF    759,784,056.00		RWF    1,457,275,351.00		$   1,949,036.83

		% logistic costs						1.97		2.14		1.95		79.15		58.90		67.13





Revised Banking Figures

		

		Number of Items by Camp

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

		Jerry Can		1665		1600		11534		8550		8553		5485		10335		35455

		Soap (300)		780		300		228264		167448		169152		102768		207372		582840

		Mat		1803		0		19022		13954		14096		8564		17281		48570

		Blanket		4415		4000		19022		13954		14096		8564		17281		48570

		Mosquito Net		2870		3000		10496		7958		7823		4969		9605		32435

		Mattrace		0		7000		10496		7958		7823		4969		9605		32435

		Kitchen Set		18250		23204		5248		3974		3912		2485		4803		16218

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		68316		53184		52128		60192		63816		156960

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		68316		53184		52128		60192		63816		156960

		Baby Blanket		3480		4000		471		386		350		246		442		2010

		Cost by Items by Camp only In-Kind

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

		Jerry Can		1665		1600		RWF    19,204,110.00		RWF    14,235,750.00		RWF    14,240,745.00		RWF    9,132,525.00		RWF    17,207,775.00		RWF    59,032,575.00

		Soap (300)		780		300		RWF    178,045,920.00		RWF    130,609,440.00		RWF    131,938,560.00		RWF    80,159,040.00		RWF    161,750,160.00		RWF    454,615,200.00

		Mat (Intl)		1803		0		RWF    34,296,666.00		RWF    25,159,062.00		RWF    25,415,088.00		RWF    15,440,892.00		RWF    31,157,643.00		RWF    87,571,710.00

		Blanket (Intl)		4415		4000		RWF    83,982,130.00		RWF    61,606,910.00		RWF    62,233,840.00		RWF    37,810,060.00		RWF    76,295,615.00		RWF    214,436,550.00

		Mosquito Net		2870		3000		RWF    30,123,520.00		RWF    22,839,460.00		RWF    22,452,010.00		RWF    14,261,030.00		RWF    27,566,350.00		RWF    93,088,450.00

		Mattrace		0		7000		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Kitchen Set (Intl)		18250		23204		RWF    95,776,000.00		RWF    72,525,500.00		RWF    71,394,000.00		RWF    45,351,250.00		RWF    87,654,750.00		RWF    295,978,500.00

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		RWF    53,286,480.00		RWF    41,483,520.00		RWF    40,659,840.00		RWF    46,949,760.00		RWF    49,776,480.00		RWF    122,428,800.00

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		RWF    30,195,672.00		RWF    23,507,328.00		RWF    23,040,576.00		RWF    26,604,864.00		RWF    28,206,672.00		RWF    69,376,320.00

		Baby Blanket (Intl)		3480		4000		RWF    1,639,080.00		RWF    1,343,280.00		RWF    1,218,000.00		RWF    856,080.00		RWF    1,538,160.00		RWF    6,994,800.00

		Freight of Intl Products						RWF    32,354,081.40		RWF    24,095,212.80		RWF    24,039,139.20		RWF    14,918,742.30		RWF    29,496,925.20		RWF    90,747,234.00

		Customs on Inlt Products						RWF    32,354,081.40		RWF    24,095,212.80		RWF    24,039,139.20		RWF    14,918,742.30		RWF    29,496,925.20		RWF    90,747,234.00

		Distribution costs ADRA						RWF    33,209,880.00		RWF    36,560,280.00		RWF    34,105,880.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    123,674,388.00

								RWF    624,467,620.80		RWF    478,060,955.60		RWF    474,776,817.40		RWF    340,012,865.60		RWF    576,431,735.40		RWF    1,708,691,761.00		RWF    4,202,441,755.80		$   5,620,567.02

		Total Value of Goods						RWF    526,549,578.00		RWF    393,310,250.00		RWF    392,592,659.00		RWF    276,565,501.00		RWF    481,153,605.00		RWF    1,403,522,905.00		RWF    3,473,694,498.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    97,918,042.80		RWF    84,750,705.60		RWF    82,184,158.40		RWF    63,447,364.60		RWF    95,278,130.40		RWF    305,168,856.00		RWF    728,747,257.80

		Percentage logs of total value						18.60		21.55		20.93		22.94		19.80		21.74		20.98

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    261,528,072.00		RWF    195,600,288.00		RWF    195,638,976.00		RWF    153,713,664.00		RWF    239,733,312.00		RWF    646,420,320.00		RWF    1,692,634,632.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    97,918,042.80		RWF    84,750,705.60		RWF    82,184,158.40		RWF    63,447,364.60		RWF    95,278,130.40		RWF    305,168,856.00		RWF    728,747,257.80

		Total Minimum Goods						RWF    359,446,114.80		RWF    280,350,993.60		RWF    277,823,134.40		RWF    217,161,028.60		RWF    335,011,442.40		RWF    951,589,176.00		RWF    2,421,381,889.80		$   3,238,483.72

		Percentage logs of total value						37.44		43.33		42.01		41.28		39.74		47.21		43.05

		Cost by Items by Camp only CASH

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

		Jerry Can		1665		1600		RWF    18,454,400.00		RWF    13,680,000.00		RWF    13,684,800.00		RWF    8,776,000.00		RWF    16,536,000.00		RWF    56,728,000.00

		Soap (300)		780		300		RWF    68,479,200.00		RWF    50,234,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    30,830,400.00		RWF    62,211,600.00		RWF    174,852,000.00

		Mat		1803		0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Blanket		4415		4000		RWF    76,088,000.00		RWF    55,816,000.00		RWF    56,384,000.00		RWF    34,256,000.00		RWF    69,124,000.00		RWF    194,280,000.00

		Mosquito Net		2870		3000		RWF    31,488,000.00		RWF    23,874,000.00		RWF    23,469,000.00		RWF    14,907,000.00		RWF    28,815,000.00		RWF    97,305,000.00

		Mattrace		0		7000		RWF    73,472,000.00		RWF    55,706,000.00		RWF    54,761,000.00		RWF    34,783,000.00		RWF    67,235,000.00		RWF    227,045,000.00

		Kitchen Set		18250		23204		RWF    121,774,592.00		RWF    92,212,696.00		RWF    90,774,048.00		RWF    57,661,940.00		RWF    111,448,812.00		RWF    376,322,472.00

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		RWF    20,494,800.00		RWF    15,955,200.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    18,057,600.00		RWF    19,144,800.00		RWF    47,088,000.00

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		RWF    47,821,200.00		RWF    37,228,800.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    42,134,400.00		RWF    44,671,200.00		RWF    109,872,000.00

		Baby Blanket		3480		4000		RWF    1,884,000.00		RWF    1,544,000.00		RWF    1,400,000.00		RWF    984,000.00		RWF    1,768,000.00		RWF    8,040,000.00

		Distribution costs EQUITY						RWF    1,524,000.00		RWF    1,248,800.00		RWF    1,132,400.00		RWF    797,600.00		RWF    1,432,800.00		RWF    7,373,200.00

		Withdrawal Fees						RWF    3,048,000.00		RWF    2,497,600.00		RWF    2,264,800.00		RWF    1,595,200.00		RWF    2,865,600.00		RWF    14,746,400.00

								RWF    464,528,192.00		RWF    349,997,496.00		RWF    346,743,648.00		RWF    244,783,140.00		RWF    425,252,812.00		RWF    1,313,652,072.00		RWF    3,144,957,360.00		$   4,206,231.67		25% cost savings

																						74.8364294558

		Total Value of Goods						RWF    459,956,192.00		RWF    346,251,096.00		RWF    343,346,448.00		RWF    242,390,340.00		RWF    420,954,412.00		RWF    1,291,532,472.00		RWF    3,104,430,960.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    4,572,000.00		RWF    3,746,400.00		RWF    3,397,200.00		RWF    2,392,800.00		RWF    4,298,400.00		RWF    22,119,600.00		RWF    40,526,400.00

		Percentage logs of total value						0.99		1.08		0.99		0.99		1.02		1.71		1.31

		Total Value Minimum Goods						RWF    136,795,200.00		RWF    103,418,400.00		RWF    102,873,600.00		RWF    91,022,400.00		RWF    126,027,600.00		RWF    331,812,000.00		RWF    891,949,200.00

		Total Costs Logistics						RWF    4,572,000.00		RWF    3,746,400.00		RWF    3,397,200.00		RWF    2,392,800.00		RWF    4,298,400.00		RWF    22,119,600.00		RWF    40,526,400.00

		Total Minimum Goods						RWF    141,367,200.00		RWF    107,164,800.00		RWF    106,270,800.00		RWF    93,415,200.00		RWF    130,326,000.00		RWF    353,931,600.00		RWF    932,475,600.00		$   1,247,142.00		60% cost savings

		Percentage logs of total value						3.34		3.62		3.30		2.63		3.41		6.67		4.54		38.51
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								Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

								RWF    18,502,400.00		RWF    13,054,400.00		RWF    13,684,800.00		RWF    9,202,455.00		RWF    17,141,175.00		RWF    59,996,610.00

								RWF    68,634,000.00		RWF    47,678,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    81,095,040.00		RWF    161,656,560.00		RWF    464,621,040.00

		Cost by Planned Phased Approach						RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    15,621,192.00		RWF    31,139,613.00		RWF    89,499,117.00

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		RWF    76,260,000.00		RWF    52,976,000.00		RWF    56,384,000.00		RWF    38,251,560.00		RWF    76,251,465.00		RWF    219,156,185.00

		Jerry Can		1665		1600		RWF    31,470,000.00		RWF    22,809,000.00		RWF    23,469,000.00		RWF    14,410,270.00		RWF    27,566,350.00		RWF    94,595,200.00

		Soap (300)		780		300		RWF    73,430,000.00		RWF    53,221,000.00		RWF    54,761,000.00		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0		RWF    - 0

		Mat		1803		0		RWF    121,704,980.00		RWF    88,221,608.00		RWF    90,774,048.00		RWF    45,844,000.00		RWF    87,654,750.00		RWF    300,760,000.00

		Blanket		4415		4000		RWF    21,661,200.00		RWF    15,764,400.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    26,694,720.00		RWF    51,732,720.00		RWF    128,185,200.00

		Mosquito Net		2870		3000		RWF    50,542,800.00		RWF    36,783,600.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    15,127,008.00		RWF    29,315,208.00		RWF    72,638,280.00

		Mattrace		0		7000		RWF    1,884,000.00		RWF    1,544,000.00		RWF    1,400,000.00		RWF    856,080.00		RWF    1,538,160.00		RWF    6,994,800.00

		Kitchen Set		18250		23204		RWF    464,089,380.00		RWF    332,052,408.00		RWF    343,346,448.00		RWF    247,102,325.00		RWF    483,996,001.00		RWF    1,436,446,432.00

		Soap (w&g)		780		3000		$   620,697.59		$   699,514.23		$   723,306.68		$   330,487.67		$   647,321.75		$   1,921,179.14		$   4,942,507.06

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   - 0		$   33,609,880.00		$   36,284,280.00		$   123,674,388.00		$   193,568,548.00

		Baby Blanket		3480		4000								$   5,041,482.00		$   5,442,642.00		$   18,551,158.20

								$   620,697.59		$   699,514.23		$   723,306.68		$   38,981,849.67		$   42,374,243.75		$   144,146,725.34		$   227,546,337.26

				Logistics

								Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

								RWF    68,634,000.00		RWF    47,678,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    81,095,040.00		RWF    161,656,560.00		RWF    464,621,040.00

								RWF    21,661,200.00		RWF    15,764,400.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    26,694,720.00		RWF    51,732,720.00		RWF    128,185,200.00		RWF    259,676,640.00		$   347,305.22

		Cost Reduced Basekt - CASH (KIGEME, GIHEMBE, NYABIHEKE)  AND IN-KIND (MUGOMBWA, KIZIBA, MAHAMA)						RWF    50,542,800.00		RWF    36,783,600.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    15,127,008.00		RWF    29,315,208.00		RWF    72,638,280.00		RWF    240,896,496.00		$   322,187.67

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		RWF    140,838,000.00		RWF    100,226,400.00		RWF    102,873,600.00		RWF    122,916,768.00		RWF    242,704,488.00		RWF    665,444,520.00		RWF    1,375,003,776.00		$   1,839,002.50

		Soap (300)		780		300		RWF    3,810,000.00		RWF    3,122,000.00		RWF    2,831,000.00		RWF    18,437,515.20		RWF    36,405,673.20		RWF    99,816,678.00

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		RWF    3,048,000.00		RWF    2,497,600.00		RWF    2,264,800.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    113,089,000.00

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		RWF    6,858,000.00		RWF    5,619,600.00		RWF    5,095,800.00		RWF    52,047,395.20		RWF    72,689,953.20		RWF    212,905,678.00		RWF    355,216,426.40		$   475,085.16

		Logistics 1						4.9		5.6		5.0		42.3		29.9		32.0

		Logistics 2

				Total Logistics				RWF    299,749,656.00		RWF    200,823,480.00

								$   400,900.98		$   268,591.90

								$   187,022.00

								$   600,249.00

								$   787,271.00		$   890,000.56

								$   295,919.00		RWF    709,559,256.00

								$   453,861.00		$   949,001.93

								$   749,780.00

								$   1,537,051.00		$   1,839,002.50

								Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

								RWF    178,448,400.00		RWF    123,963,840.00		RWF    131,938,560.00		RWF    81,095,040.00		RWF    161,656,560.00		RWF    464,621,040.00

								RWF    56,319,120.00		RWF    40,987,440.00		RWF    40,659,840.00		RWF    26,694,720.00		RWF    51,732,720.00		RWF    128,185,200.00

		Cost Efficiency Analysis - In KIND						RWF    31,914,168.00		RWF    23,226,216.00		RWF    23,040,576.00		RWF    15,127,008.00		RWF    29,315,208.00		RWF    72,638,280.00

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		RWF    36,608,280.00		RWF    39,509,529.00		RWF    35,924,280.00		RWF    33,609,880.00		RWF    36,284,280.00		RWF    113,089,000.00		RWF    295,025,249.00		$   394,582.31

		Soap (300)		780		300		RWF    303,289,968.00		RWF    227,687,025.00		RWF    231,563,256.00		RWF    156,526,648.00		RWF    278,988,768.00		RWF    778,533,520.00		RWF    1,976,589,185.00		$   2,643,594.52

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		12.070389351		17.3525606037		15.5138084602		21.4723054697		13.0056418615		14.5258999253		14.9259770942

		Sanitary Pads		442		700

		Logistics 1

		Total

		% Logistics Costs

								Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

								RWF    68,634,000.00		RWF    47,678,400.00		RWF    50,745,600.00		RWF    31,190,400.00		RWF    62,175,600.00		RWF    178,700,400.00

								RWF    21,661,200.00		RWF    15,764,400.00		RWF    15,638,400.00		RWF    10,267,200.00		RWF    19,897,200.00		RWF    49,302,000.00

		Cost Efficiency Analysis -CASH						RWF    50,542,800.00		RWF    36,783,600.00		RWF    36,489,600.00		RWF    23,956,800.00		RWF    46,426,800.00		RWF    115,038,000.00

		Item		Cost In Kind		Cost Cash		RWF    1,524,000.00		RWF    1,248,800.00		RWF    1,132,400.00		RWF    1,994,000.00		RWF    3,582,000.00		RWF    18,433,000.00

		Soap (300)		780		300		RWF    3,048,000.00		RWF    2,497,600.00		RWF    1,132,400.00		RWF    1,595,200.00		RWF    2,865,600.00		RWF    14,746,400.00

		Soap (w&g)		780		300		RWF    4,572,000.00		RWF    3,746,400.00		RWF    2,264,800.00		RWF    3,589,200.00		RWF    6,447,600.00		RWF    33,179,400.00		RWF    53,799,400.00		$   71,954.15		80% Savings in Logistics

		Sanitary Pads		442		700		RWF    145,410,000.00		RWF    103,972,800.00		RWF    105,138,400.00		RWF    69,003,600.00		RWF    134,947,200.00		RWF    376,219,800.00		RWF    934,691,800.00		$   1,250,106.06		50% Savings in overall costs

		Logistics 1						3.1442129152		3.6032500808		2.1541130548		5.2014677495		4.7778686775		8.8191530589

						Logs 2

						Total Logs

		Total

		% Logistics Costs

								Kigeme		Gihembe		Nyabiheke		Mugombwa		Kiziba		Mahama

								RWF    145,410,000.00		RWF    103,972,800.00		RWF    105,138,400.00		RWF    156,526,648.00		RWF    278,988,768.00		RWF    778,533,520.00		RWF    1,568,570,136.00		$   2,097,888.34

																				From this amount we deduct what we will have as of Jan 2017 so we should be able to get by.

		REAL COSTS
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cost efficiency

								rate USD/MWK		562

				Categories		# of individuals		In-kind (USD)						Cash (NBM in partnership with WFP)						Cash (NBM in partnership with WFP; option without the commission because of installation of software for disbusement)						Cash (NBM not in partnership with WFP; without payment of commission)						Cash (SBM)						Cash (SBM; with software installed)



								unit cost		monthly costs		year costs		unit cost

Livio Mercurio: cost in the local market		monthly costs		year costs		unit cost		monthly costs		year costs		unit cost		monthly costs		year costs		unit cost		monthly costs		year costs		Cost in the local market per HH

				Soap (140gr, 2 bars/pax)		23,000		0.13		5,875.23		70,502.78		0.18		8,185.05		98,220.64		0.18		8,185.05		98,220.64		0.18		8,185.05		98,220.64		0.18		8,185.05		98,220.64		0.18		8,185.05		98,220.64

				Sanitary pads (1 pack, 10 pads/pax)		6,000		0.59		3,523.13		42,277.58		0.80		4,804.27		57,651.25		0.80		4,804.27		57,651.25		0.80		4,804.27		57,651.25		0.80		4,804.27		57,651.25		0.80		4,804.27		57,651.25

				briquettes (25kg/HH)		1,700		2.67		4,537.37		54,448.40		2.67		4,537.37		54,448.40		2.67		4,537.37		54,448.40		2.67		4,537.37		54,448.40		2.67		4,537.37		54,448.40		2.67		4,537.37		54,448.40

				Subtotal transfer value						13,936		167,229				17,527		210,320				17,527		210,320				17,527		210,320				17,527		210,320				17,527		210,320

				Cost of delivery 

				transportation						106.76		1,281.14		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A

				off-loading						108.24		1,298.93		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A

				staff (guards)						289.22		3,470.60		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A

				staff management of warehouse						823.00		9,876.00		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A

				warehouse rent						1,985.00		23,820.00		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A

				fumigation costs						450.00		5,400.00		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A

				maintenance and utilities						4,500.00		4,500.00		N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A



				withdrawal at PoS		6,000		N/A						0.21		1,281.14		15,373.67		0.21		1,281.14		15,373.67		0.21		1,281.14		15,373.67		N/A						N/A

				purchase at PoS				N/A						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		2.5% of the purchase						2.5% of the purchase

				withdrawal at bank's ATMs				N/A						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0

				mobile van costs (7days/month)				N/A						N/A						N/A						N/A						2,658.01		2,658.01		31,896.09		2,658.01		2,658.01		31,896.09

				sms charge		6,000		N/A						0.03		173.06		2,076.73		0.03		173.06		2,076.73		0.03		173.06		2,076.73

				service fee		1		N/A						14.86		14.86		178.29		14.86		14.86		178.29		14.86		14.86		178.29

				monthly reporting		1		N/A						9.52		9.52		114.23		9.52		9.52		114.23		9.52		9.52		114.23

				commission		6,000		N/A						0.53		3,202.85		38,434.16		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0.66		3,950.18		47,402.14		- 0		- 0		- 0

				PoS liquidity replenishment travels (per km) twice a month				N/A						0.36		35.59		427.05		0.36		35.59		427.05		0.71		71.17		854.09

				monthly rental PoS device (say 20 devices)				N/A																								500		500		6,000.00		500		500		6,000.00

				montlhy maintainance of software				N/A																																9.34		18.68



				Subtotal costs of delivery						8,262.22		49,646.68				4,717.01		56,604.13				1,514.16		18,169.96				1,549.75		18,597.01				7,108.19		85,298.22				3,167.35		37,914.77

				Cost of start-up 

				cost of ATM		6,000		N/A						1.78				10,676.16		1.78				10,676.16		3.56				21,352.31		3.56				21,352.31		3.56				21,352.31

				PIN mailer		6,000								0.89				5,338.08		0.89				5,338.08		1.78				10,676.16

				training (attendance fees)		6,000								2.67				16,014.23		2.67				16,014.23		5.34				32,028.47								0.89				5,338.08

				Training (allowances/km)										560.50				560.50		560.50				560.50		560.50				560.50

				installation of the software																																		19.04				19.04

				minimum account deposit (non refundable, non withdrawable)		6,000																										0.36				2,135.23		0.36				2,135.23



				Subtotal costs of start up														32,588.97				- 0		32,588.97						64,617.44						23,487.54						28,844.66

				Other costs

				GL4 admin/finance assistant 50% of the time										549.67		549.67		6,596.09		549.67		549.67		6,596.09		549.67		549.67		6,596.09		549.67		549.67		6,596.09		549.67		549.67		6,596.09

				Subtotal other costs												549.67		6,596.09				549.67		6,596.09				549.67		6,596.09				549.67		6,596.09				549.67		6,596.09

				Total 1 (excluding start up cost)						22,197.95		216,875.43				22,793.37		273,520.50				19,590.53		235,086.33				19,626.12		235,513.38				25,184.55		302,214.59				21,243.71		254,831.14

				Total 2 (including start up cost)														306,109.47						267,675.30						300,130.82						325,702.14						283,675.80
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7 
SKILLS AND CAPACITY

When conditions for cash-based interventions are favourable, UNHCR will have to determine if the capacity 

exists within the organisation and to define where additional capacity and resources are needed and when. 

Capacity is needed across different functions and sectors, and it is particularly important to consider internal 

capacity of Programme, Protection, Supply and Procurement, Finance, Project Control and IT staff, as well as 

relevant sector specialists that form the multifunctional team when assessing the feasibility of a CBI. It is also 

fundamental to ensure Senior Management buy-in regarding the use of CBIs.

The table below, adapted from CaLP’s Organisational Capacity Assessment Tool (OCAT), provides an 

overview of capacity required across different functional areas and outlines indicators or criteria for assessing 

the capacity.

Category of capacity Criteria

Governance & 
Leadership

1.  Senior management understands, supports and advocates for CBIs and is willing to invest in needed planning, resources and 
systems

2.  The organisation has a strategy to effectively manage any changes required for CBIs, including empowered focal point(s) for 
institutionalization and support to staff

Organisational 
Management

1.  CBIs are integrated into both strategic planning and emergency preparedness activities

2.  Sufficient donor or internal funding can be secured for CBIs to meet response needs and to justify the required investment in 
organizational capacity

3.  CBIs are integrated into mechanisms for learning, sharing and using good practice

Human Resource 
Management

1.  Management, program, finance, logistics and other staff have the necessary knowledge, skills and experience to effectively 
design, implement and monitor CBIs as needed

2.  Staff learning and development builds knowledge and skills in line with CBI good practice, and involves and includes 
management, program and operations staff

3.  Systems to recruit and retain qualified staff include required CBI competencies, and they can effectively meet the staffing 
needs of CBIs in both normal and emergency situations

Financial 
Management

1.  Financial systems are adapted to suit CBIs, with controls appropriate to the amount of transfer and the degree of risk, are in 
line with CBI good practice and routinely used effectively

2.  Proposals and program budgets routinely seek sufficient resources for security, finance, Information Management and other 
operational capacity and infrastructure needed for CBIs

3.  Cash/funding reserves are available where possible to enable faster CBI response to humanitarian and operational needs in 
emergencies

Programme/ 
Project 
Management

1.  Policies and procedures to determine the most appropriate response are in line with CBI good practice and are routinely used 
effectively, including needs and market assessment, feasibility and risk analysis, and response options analysis

2.  Policies and procedures for program design and implementation using CBIs are in line with CBI good practice and routinely 
used effectively, including calculation of transfer amounts, selection of delivery mechanisms and service providers, beneficiary 
targeting and privacy, IT systems and distribution tracking

3.  Policies and procedures for monitoring and evaluation account for the specific information needed to analyse response 
effectiveness and efficiency, are in line with CBI good practice and are routinely used effectively

External Relations 1.  Effective advocacy and communication strategies and systems reach all relevant stakeholders with appropriate messaging for 
CBIs

2.  Capacity exists and is prioritised for the appropriate level of coordination and collaboration, is sufficiently resourced, regularly 
engaged in, and recommendations appropriately acted upon with effective result

3.  Relationships with local organizations, service providers, donors and other partners bring added value for CBIs and are 
effectively managed
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KEY TOOLS

Overview of steps to establish a cash-based intervention

“Overview of steps needed to establish a cash-based intervention” outlines the key steps that are 

needed to systematically determine the feasibility and set up a cash-based intervention in a UNHCR 

operation. While not created specifically for assessing organisational skills and capacities, it provides 

an overview of requirements throughout a full CBI project cycle and assessing current capacity helps 

define the organisation readiness for CBIs in terms of skills and capacity.

The action-oriented two-page checklist outlines the step and the activity as per the operations 

management cycle, describes the expected outputs/results and which functions should be included in 

the activity. The following steps are covered in detail:

Engage with 
stakeholders

Identify CBI focal point

Establish/activate multi-functional team (MFT) or Cash Task Team (CTT)

Engage with external stakeholders, and identify if a cash working group (CWG) is active

Assess skills and capacity of MFT and partners

Design and conduct a training for i) UNHCR, and ii) partners (if needed)

Assess needs and 
determine objectives

Identify and analyse existing CBI assessments and reports

Analyse needs

Determine programme objectives

Analyse response 
options and choose the 
best combination

Assess political feasibility

Conduct a market analysis

Assess protection risks and benefits, and safety considerations (macro)

Assess delivery options (including financial sector macro risk assessment)

Assess cost efficiency

Assess skills and capacity of potential implementing partners and financial service providers

Determine the appropriateness of a conditionality

Select transfer modality or combination, and delivery mechanism

Refine objectives

Plan, design and 
implement the 
response

Develop the programme strategy, including targeting

Design and test IT solutions

Asses operational and financial risks and develop a strategy to mitigate them

Assess protection risks and develop a strategy to mitigate them

Develop and communications and information strategy for internal and external stakeholders

Plan the allocation of resources

Draft and publicise ToR/request-for-proposals, select partners (financial service providers and/or implementing partners) 
and finalise contracts

Develop country-specific SOPs including administrative and finance procedures

Seek approval of SOPs

Train partners

Establish financial arrangements and transfer funds
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CONCLUSION

Once all the steps of the feasibility and response analysis are addressed, the findings are synthesised to 

conclude on feasibility. The following matrix is filled with key conclusions for each area of analysis, to provide a 

final conclusion on the feasibility of CBI.

Area of analysis Area assessed, assessment team, 
dates

Key findings and conclusion Traffic lights

Market Access & Capacity

Protection Risks and Benefits

Financial and Operational Risks 

Political Context

Cash Transfer Mechanisms and 
Delivery Options

Costs and Cost-efficiency

Skills and Capacity

CONCLUSION ON FEASIBILITY (per 
area if applicable)

Monitor, listen, 
evaluate and learn 

Manage caseload

Monitor the distribution of cash or vouchers

Make changes to the CBI as necessary

Monitor the financial reconciliation and services payment

Report

Evaluate the programme

 £ For the “Overview of steps needed to establish a cash-based intervention” 

please contact the CBI Section (hqcash@unhcr.org).

Throughout these steps, the operation should use a participatory approach to assessment, design, 

implementation and monitoring as much as possible. An accountability framework should be established 

for multi-channel feedback throughout the steps. For more tips on protection mainstreaming in 

cash-based interventions, refer to UNHCR’s Key Recommendations for Protection in CBIs and Tips for 

Protection in CBIs.
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